SYDNEY WATER CORPORATION AND WATERNSW PRICE REVIEWS –
ISSUES PAPERS RELEASE
7 September 2015
The Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) is inviting public comment on the
prices Sydney Water is proposing to charge its customers from 1 July 2016.
IPART today released an Issues Paper responding to Sydney Water’s pricing proposal for
water, wastewater and stormwater drainage services in Sydney, the Blue Mountains and the
Illawarra.
IPART Chairman, Dr Peter Boxall, said the Issues Paper summarises key elements of
Sydney Water’s proposal, highlights issues for comment from stakeholders, and invites
submissions from the public and other stakeholders by 5 October 2015.
“Sydney Water has proposed a drop in prices, which would lead to a reduction in the typical
household bill of around $100 a year, excluding inflation,” Dr Boxall said.
“With borrowing costs at record lows, one of the key questions we will look at is whether
prices could be even lower. We are also seeking community views about Sydney Water‘s
proposal to introduce a late payment fee for the first time.”
“We will assess Sydney Water’s proposal over the next nine months to determine whether
its expenditure program is efficient. Customers should pay no more than necessary for the
standard of water and wastewater services they need, both now and in the future, and prices
should be reasonable across all customer groups,” Dr Boxall said.
Dr Boxall said bulk water prices paid to WaterNSW (the former Sydney Catchment
Authority) are a significant input into Sydney Water’s prices, and these prices are being
reviewed concurrently so that Sydney Water can continue to recover the cost of bulk water
charges.
The other bulk water provider for Sydney Water is the Sydney Desalination Plant (SDP). 1
Sydney Water has proposed a change to the way SDP charges are passed through to
Sydney Water’s customers. Under its current operating rules, the SDP commences
supplying water to Sydney Water when dam levels drop to 70% and continues to supply at
its full capacity until dam level rise to 80%.
“Previously, if the SDP were operating, the additional costs of desalinated water were to be
included in the fixed service charge,” said Dr Boxall.
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Prices charged in relation to the Sydney Desalination Plant (SDP) will be reviewed by IPART next
year, with any new SDP charges to take effect from 1 July 2017.

“IPART’s preliminary view is to agree with Sydney Water’s proposal to make droughtresponse costs more transparent to customers. This could be achieved by varying water
usage charges for customers to reflect the cost of desalinated water if SDP is operating.”
IPART will also consult on reducing the wastewater discharge allowance – which is the level
of discharge to the sewer network beyond which wastewater usage charges apply to nonresidential customers.
“Sydney Water proposed fixing the discharge allowance at the current level of 300 kL per
year, which would mean that only non-residential customers who are deemed to discharge
greater than this volume are subject to a wastewater usage charge (in addition to a
wastewater service charge, which applies to all customers),” Dr Boxall said.
“However, our preliminary view is to continue to reduce the discharge allowance for
non-residential customers to 150 kL per year, as proposed in our 2012 review. This would
remove cross-subsidies between customers so that small businesses are no longer
subsidising other businesses,” Dr Boxall said.
Sydney Water’s pricing proposal also includes a suite of reforms to how water pricing is
regulated, including the ability for Sydney Water to keep cost savings for a specified period
of time and the flexibility to set its own prices.
“We are open to changes to the form of regulation and improving the way we regulate
Sydney Water,” Dr Boxall said. “However, any changes will need to be cost reflective,
promote outcomes that are more consistent with competitive markets and add value to
customers”.
With new water and wastewater retailers entering the market to potentially compete with
Sydney Water under the Water Industry Competition Act 2006 (NSW), IPART is also looking
at whether it should set charges for the wholesale water and wastewater services Sydney
Water supplies to other retailers.
Timetable for Sydney Water and WaterNSW’s 2016 price reviews
Submissions to Issues Papers due

5 October 2015

Public Hearing – Sydney Water and WaterNSW

10 November 2015

IPART releases Draft Reports and Draft Determinations

March 2016

Submissions to the Draft Reports due

April 2016

IPART releases Final Reports and Determinations

June 2016

IPART’s Issues Papers for each review, along with Sydney Water’s and WaterNSW’s pricing
proposals, are available on IPART’s website <http://www.ipart.nsw.gov.au>.
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